
SunPROTECT™ Range

NEW Deb SunPROTECT Skin Safety Centre
      Sun Protection at work
Key facts and statistics on skin cancer and why outdoor workers need to protect themselves from the sun.

Deb and Skcin are working 
together to promote sun safety. 
For every Deb Sun Protect product 
sold in the UK, Deb is making a 
charitable donation to Skcin 
www.skcin.org

SunPROTECT™ 1 Litre Cartridge

• Meets EU guidelines for UV-A protection (5* rated)
• SPF30 provides 30 times the skin’s normal protection against the sun’s harmful ray’s
• 1000 shots per cartridge
• Hygienic, sealed cartridge to prevent ingress of air
• Fragrance free, water resistant formula – ideal for outdoor workers

Stockcode: SUN1L | Case Qty: 6

Help protect your workforce from UV radiation by raising 
awareness of the dangers of working in the sun with the NEW 
all in one Deb SunPROTECT Skin Safety Centre.

      Be UV Aware
Explain to your employees WHEN they need to protect 
themselves from the sun by using the UV Index, adopted by 
the World Health Organisation. 
Scan the QR code to find out today’s UV level in your area 
and put the relevant number on the board. 

      HOW to protect yourself from the sun
Follow the five simple steps to sun safety.

      Mirror
The board has been designed to include an acrylic mirror to 
ensure your workforce can apply their sun cream properly 
to all the necessary areas on the face/neck.

      SunPROTECT 1 litre Dispenser
The lockable dispenser provides 1ml of SPF30 sun cream per 
push and is guaranteed for life against normal wear and tear 
(SunPROTECT cartridges can be ordered separately).

      Apply your sun cream
A reminder of WHEN to apply suncream, and the key areas 
on the body WHERE to apply sun cream. Stockcode: SSCSUN1EN

Case Qty: EACH

www.debgroup.com
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When the UV level reaches 3 let your workers know that sun 
protection is required. SLOP on the SPF30 Sun Cream.


